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                                                                                        [image: Rajkunwar Singh]        
                            Rajkunwar Singh            23:31 27 Apr 18
                                            They did the leather seat upgrades for my Jeep Grand Cherokee and also helped me black out all the chrome on the truck. Must tell you.. JUST AMAZING!!! The guys are great, very detailed and precise work and on time .. Specially Jocelyne.. always available to help and answer any queries.. I asked for some last minute changes and they happily agreed and did it. Amazing Job Guys !! (Auto Action Group)Keep it up!!            
        
    
                                    [image: J loc]        
                            J loc            13:31 16 Jun 18
                                            I got seriously GREAT SERVICE  and AMAZING Sunroof for a good price with the Amazing help from Jocelyne .I recommend her ...            
        
    
                                    [image: Neil Strahl]        
                            Neil Strahl            20:26 20 May 18
                                            Awesome incredible service and prices! Jocelyne is amazing.            
        
    
                                    [image: debi gee]        
                            debi gee            21:07 30 May 18
                                            Auto Action  installed my radio for Toyota and they worked relentlessly to get it right. Eternally thankful for their diligence, professionalism and for turning an extremely aggravating situation completely around.            
        
    
                                    [image: paul l]        
                            paul l            19:33 07 Jun 17
                                             quality work done fast by friendly staff.              
        
    
                                    [image: Jenn Wasserman]        
                            Jenn Wasserman            17:20 21 Jun 18
                                            Everything was perfect. From the service to the job. They made it easy and stress free. Wouldn’t think of using anyone else in the future!            
        
    
                                    [image: Randi Casey]        
                            Randi Casey            00:38 19 Jul 18
                                            I added a Blind spot monitor to my Toyota, after the dealer told me it couldn’t be done, it was too complicated and needed to be added at the factory. I called Auto action Group and Jocelyne and Pat assured me they did it all the time with the latest technology, and it would be unobtrusive.  The process was simple and professional. I am so happy with the result!  Go to Auto Action Group, and tell them Randi sent you!            
        
    
                                    [image: Heather Ryker-Milling]        
                            Heather Ryker-Milling            21:47 01 Sep 18
                                            I rarely leave reviews for anything.  This was VERY worthy.  AAG installed a leather interior and fender flares on my Toyaota Tacoma.  The entire experience was flawless!  Fast and meticulous work.  Use them with complete confidence!            
        
    
                                    [image: yvonne barrett]        
                            yvonne barrett            17:27 07 Sep 18
                                            Customer service very good, waiting area very clean and comfortable also there is a coffee and tea station to refresh you if needed. I have my remote starter repaired  within a reasonable time.            
        
    
                                    [image: Anthony Mazzocchi]        
                            Anthony Mazzocchi            21:10 15 Nov 18
                                            From the design process with Jocelyn to the great work by Oscar making things happen, this was an amazing experience. So happy with the product -- they get my highest recommendation.            
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This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish.Accept Privacy Policy
Privacy & Cookies Policy
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					This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the website. Out of these cookies, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may have an effect on your browsing experience.
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